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 It also makes viewing, tagging, and archiving video easy, whether it is from a PC or a mobile device. Watch demo VueScaner is
a plug-in for Adobe Photoshop and Photoshop Elements that can detect the resolution of a scanned image, create a new file with

the same resolution, and save the resulting image for future use. Watch demo Detects Faces and Sharps in Video DeepFace
Video has been used to identify people in surveillance video and the faces of those people. It works by creating a library of

faces in several different ethnicities, and then scanning each face within a video feed. When a face is detected, DeepFace Video
then creates a file with that face's unique biometric characteristics, which can be used later to identify the person. Watch demo

FilterMatch Video uses image processing to recognize and filter images containing people, vehicles, or actions from video
footage. It is an efficient way to manage large amounts of video. Watch demo Pentagram's software for managing video and
images includes an archiving tool that creates a list of image files based on the dates and times you specify, a comparison tool

that compares two files, and a face recognition tool that detects people in video or in still images. Watch demo As cameras and
sensors get smaller, less light reaches them, and they have to work harder to capture a bright image. Poor lighting can make for

blurry or washed-out images. Digital Picture Processing technology automatically adjusts the light to make colors pop and
shadows disappear, so that you can see what’s important and forget the rest. Watch demo Other products featured in the

surveillance category This intelligent camera monitor will help you monitor surveillance cameras and will offer alerts for motion
detection, power failures, system failures and low bandwidth. Users can adjust the sensitivity and the threshold of the motion
alert using a remote control or a button on the monitor itself. Watch demo This network camera has a small, quiet fan, and an

IP66 water-resistant enclosure. It uses a 180° pan and tilt mechanism, a standard 640 × 480 video resolution, built-in night
vision capability, and a Gigabit ethernet port. Watch demo This small, low-power device is a battery-powered router that

connects IP cameras to the Internet. It can also be used as a standalone device. It automatically connects to nearby cameras, and
detects camera movement. Watch demo This software app will let you easily create video messages for social networks,
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